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The impulse to see yourself represented is a common one. Especially today, with the explosion of 
easily taken and shared selfies and personal photos surrounding everyday life, it feels almost nec-
essary to keep up with the Joneses’ constant stream of visual self-record. But, this has not always 
been the case. Historical records and archives, the visual evidence of identity recognized by au-
thority (and therefore the public), has usually been harder to penetrate. The multitude of different 
recorded histories is only a small fraction of narratives and visual records that could exist, like one 
room within the ever-infinite library of Babel. 

What lives between these archives, the liminal space betwixt and between the end of one and the 
beginning of another? There is a silence, existing within the interstice, and outside of quantifiable 
and qualitative evidence. This quiet—representative of stories and data not gathered or collect-
ed—dwarfs recorded information. Reading Silences doesn’t attempt to fill in these gaps. Instead, 
the show concerns different impulses to be seen or stay hidden, to be recorded or fix recorded 
representation. Each artist attempts to respond to the ways in which Western photo archives si-
lence, erase, or control communities to dictate prevailing histories. In doing so, the artists question 
photographic records and archive systems to ultimately undermine Western archival practices and 
question who gets to write, to record, and ultimately be remembered.

Here, the artists’ works problematize the privilege, racial bias, cultural monolism, colonial fram-
ing, and linear temporality inherent in Euro-centric archive photography. Recognizing that the 
seemingly “neutral Western criteria and classifications are in fact tools for maintaining the role of 
an archive as an imperial project of domination and affirmation,” Reading Silences asks: What can 
certain histories look like if they weren’t traditionally dictated by systems of subjugation and mar-
ginalization? By mining and appropriating photographic archival tendencies to reconcile historical 
erasures, oppression, and colonizing, the exhibition attempts to demonstrate how archives can act 
as sites of resistance, to work against their original objectives, and ultimately undermine sovereign 
historical propaganda by unearthing and presenting challenging cultural contents.

Joi T. Arcand’s large, rectangular installation, Through That Which Is Scene (2010–ongoing), 
spans down the middle of the gallery. Covered with fake grass and children’s toys, this site-specific 
diorama was delicately constructed to juxtapose racist action figures and cheap artificial playsets 
with cut-out inserts of the artist’s family archive. Photographic depictions of Arcand’s Indigenous 
heritage become symbols for realism and veracity lifted from the archive, placed within construct-
ed artificial scenes reminiscent of familial domestic settings. Instead of creating new representa-
tions within the same cartoonish aesthetics of the “Cowboys and Indians” memorabilia, Arcand’s 
cut-outs of her own family archive strive to migrate away from stereotypical understandings of 
Indigeneity taught via children’s toys. The diorama, a historically colonial tool used in museums to 
depict frozen scenes of various moments in history, culture, and nature, is now used in pedagogi-
cal spaces to be representational of histories through 3D miniature symbolic moments. Frozen in 
time, these silent scenes are excavated and reclaimed by Arcand to include her familial archive to 
protest these artificial environments designed to represent and contextualize the unknown.









The diorama, a historically colonial tool used in museums to depict frozen scenes of various mo-
ments in history, culture, and nature, is now used in pedagogical spaces to be representational of 
histories through 3D miniature symbolic moments. Frozen in time, these silent scenes are excavat-
ed and reclaimed by Arcand to include her familial archive to protest these artificial environments 
designed to represent and contextualize the unknown. 

Aaron Jones’s collage-based work appropriates popular culture imagery to create new narratives 
of personal and cultural reflection, referencing image-construction as implicit narrative building, 
while consciously de/reconstructing embedded traditional readings of photography and archive. 
Jones has created new work from using undeveloped film rolls found in his family’s basement. 
Jones’s quest for identifying themself within this unexpected history is the impulse to be remem-
bered. Here, Jones looks at the self-validating system of photographic archives by demonstrating 
the process of finding themselves. The silence of nonrecord is challenged through Jones’s mining, 
thus uncovering and creating new records from past family ephemera. These new compositions 
question the veracity of history read through images, instead producing alternative narratives 
that protest singular and monolithic applications of historical archive through the artists constant 
tinkering and personal touch.

K. Smith’s work, From Joel Williams, is an interactive photo album that details the artist’s own 
family history. Using a more intimate approach toward the idea of “play” within the archive, Smith 
weaves together personal, family photographs and “found photographs” purchased online to 
construct a family narrative. The resulting work co-opts the strategies of fact-making and knowl-
edge production in the archive to create a space that reflects on the idea of our becoming and the 
mechanisms from which we form a cultural identity. From Joel Williams makes us aware of the 
fictions that we carry, or that are imposed on us, that assume to secure our place in the world and 
our relation to others—a security that we need to interrogate.

Sharzad Changalvaee’s Unresolved series includes top-down photographs of the artist’s workbench 
in the midst of organizing archive-collage work. A collage of accumulated found and taken pho-
tographs along with studio materials and tools suggest a snapshot freezing the artistic process of 
creating work. The artist relies on visual, formal, historical, and postinternet memory to make 
relationships between the elements. In these works, workspace becomes a square, a field in which 
things and images are performing, resisting, or being passive to collectively build a narrative. 
Changalvaee is concerned with North American’s preference to reading non-Western artists’ work 
through primarily an identity-politics lens, and attempts to create new understandings of image 
and text through outwardly random (yet controlled) juxtaposition. Installed in large vinyl prints, 
her works gives insight into the process of archival selection. Who and what gets chosen to be 
included within an archive? How does this process mystify and prioritize certain voices and nar-
ratives over others? Changalvaee tries to deteriorate the viewer’s reliance on any singular reading, 
instead democratically suggesting that archives have pluralistic understandings and entry points. 



New pieces by Zinnia Naqvi from her series I Just Have A Lot of Feelings, include I Don’t Know 
How to Not Exploit My Experience (2018) and I Don’t Know How to Explain to You All the Ways in 
Which I Perform (2018), which examine typecasting artists who work with personal archives. Naqvi 
regularly uses personal and cultural archives as starting points and artistic fodder for her works. In 
these pieces, she voices her concern with being labeled as an artist who makes work about identity, 
while still wanting to speak openly about her experiences. Created as a self-reflexive apparatus, these 
works question how artists benefit and struggle with appropriating personal histories. Naqvi’s work 
critiques the ways archives can be representational while also limiting to the portrayal of cultural, 
individual, or group histories.




